The true nature of P wave dispersion
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Abstract

Background. The electrophysiological activity of the heart is recorded and presented in form of electrocardiography (ECG). In 1998, the concept of P wave dispersion as the risk factor for atrial fibrillation (AF) recurrence was introduced. It was calculated as the difference between the longest and the shortest P wave.

Objectives. To prove that the P wave dispersion is an artifact of low accuracy in P wave measurement.

Material and methods. The study included 104 patients (48 women, 56 men), aged 63 ±14 years, undergoing various electrophysiological procedures. The P wave was measured twice – firstly at the paper speed of 50 mm/s, enhancement ×8 (standard – imprecise), and secondly at 200 mm/s, ×64–256 (precise).

Results. The imprecise measurement method resulted in different duration of all P wave parameters in comparison with precise measurement. The longest P wave duration (Pmax) measured imprecisely was 105.1 ±22.1, the Pmax measured precisely was 134.0 ±21.3 (p < 0.001). The P dispersion measured imprecisely was 44.1 ± 16.8 and the P dispersion measured precisely was 2.8 ±3.4 (p < 0.0001). The correlation between imprecise Pmax and imprecise P wave dispersion was r = 0.612 (p < 0.05). The correlation between precise Pmax and Pmin was almost 1.0 (r = 0.987, p < 0.05).

Conclusions. The P wave dispersion does not exist. The measurements of the P wave have to be precise to assure the highest scientific and medical sincerity. The highest clinical value is related to the P wave duration.
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Introduction

The electrophysiological activity of the working myocardium is recorded by the system of simultaneous leads of the electrocardiograph and presented in the form of electrocardiography (ECG). The morphology of ECG recording in a specific lead is the result of the direction of the depolarization wave propagation and the range of spatial registration of the given lead. The recording is performed simultaneously in all leads, i.e., the given phenomenon is recorded simultaneously by all leads of the electrocardiogram. In the case of a perpendicular activation vector in a bipolar lead and a parallel vector in the case of a unipolar lead, the isoelectric line is recorded by given lead.

In 1998, Dilaveris et al. introduced the concept of P wave dispersion as ‘a marker of the nonuniform anisotropic inhomogeneous atrial conduction’ – cited from the original work – and the risk factor for atrial fibrillation (AF) recurrence. This P wave dispersion was determined as the difference between the longest and the shortest P wave duration (Pmax and Pmin), measured in 2 different ECG leads. The measurement methodology included simultaneously recording all 12 leads at the paper speed of 50 mm/s and the enhancement of 1 mV/cm as well as using a magnifying lens to increase measurement precision. In a group of 60 patients aged 59.0 ±12.0 years with diagnosed idiopathic paroxysmal AF, the mentioned dispersion was 49 ±15 ms (Pmax) and 28 ±7 ms (Pmin) in the group of 40 healthy people, which was statistically significant. It should be emphasized that the compared groups were well matched according to the sociodemographic parameters, left atrial size, atrioventricular conduction time, and left ventricular ejection fraction (LVEF). In addition to the value of dispersion measured this way, the study groups also differed in the duration of the P wave (123 ±16 ms compared to 101 ±10 ms, p < 0.0001). Further statistical analysis showed that the risk of recurrent AF in patients was more related to the dispersion parameter exceeding 40 ms than the duration of the P wave above 110 ms. In the following years, many researchers reproduced the original results, using more or less the same flawed methodology in various groups of patients and reaching similar conclusions.

The research hypothesis of our study is to prove the non-existence of the P wave dispersion parameter, i.e., the defined parameter is an artifact of no accuracy in measuring the P wave (incorrect measurement methodology). The aim of our study was to assess the P wave parameters in the patient group undergoing different electrophysiological procedures.

Material and methods

The study included 104 non-selected patients (48 women, 56 men), aged 63 ±14 years (range: 21–89 years), undergoing various electrophysiological procedures using LabSystem™ Pro EP Recording System (Boston Scientific, Boston, USA), (electrophysiological studies; AV-nodal reentrant tachycardia (AVNRT), atrioventricular reentrant tachycardia (AVRT), atrial flutter (AFL), right ventricular outflow tract (RVOT) arrhythmia ablations). The only inclusion criterion was the presence of sinus rhythm and the quality of the ECG tracings, which allowed us to measure the sinus P wave duration.

The P wave duration was measured in all leads twice: firstly time at the paper speed of 50 mm/s, enhancement ×8 (basic measurement), and secondly at the paper speed of 200 mm/s, enhancement ×64–256 (Fig. 1). The P wave dispersion was calculated as the difference between Pmax and Pmin in different leads for each measurements setting. The P wave measurements for every tracing were repeated 5 times for accuracy by 2 independent researches, who were unaware of each other’s results and who were blinded to clinical data. The final value presented for each patient was their mean.

The study was approved by the local Bioethical Committee at Wroclaw Medical University, Poland.

Fig. 1. The methodology of P wave duration measurements and P wave dispersion calculations in different settings
A – imprecise measurement indicated the Pmax in lead II and Pmin in lead V2; B – the same was repeated in precise way in the same leads.
Statistical analysis

The continuous variables are presented as the means and standard deviations (SD) or medians and interquartile ranges (IQRs). The comparisons were performed with the parametrical Students-t test or non-parametrical Wilcoxon paired test for dependent variables. The correlations between the studied parameters were performed using Pearson’s correlations coefficient or Spearman’s rank correlation according to the statistical properties of the data. The p-values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.

Results

The results of the P wave parameters measurements using the standard method (basic measurements) and the precise method and their derivatives are presented in Table 1.

The use of the imprecise measurement method (basic measurement) resulted in significantly different duration of all P wave parameters taken, in comparison with precise measurement. What is more important, the difference between Δ Pmax and Δ Pmin indicated a much higher value for the latter parameter. The correlation between imprecise Pmax and imprecise Pmin is presented in Fig. 2. This presented relationship indicated a high correlation coefficient, amounting to 0.7. The correlation between imprecise Pmax and precise P wave dispersion is depicted in Fig. 3.

It was indicated that the imprecise P wave dispersion value correlated highly significantly with Pmax measured in a similar way. The correlation between precise Pmax and precise Pmin is shown in Fig. 4.

In contrast with the imprecise measurement method, Pmax and Pmin measured accurately were almost identical.

This resulted in correlation coefficient approaching 1.0. Figure 5 presents the contrast between the imprecise and precise Pmax measurements.

Table 1. Basic statistics of the P wave parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters [ms]</th>
<th>Basic statistics</th>
<th>Basic statistics</th>
<th>Basic statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M ±SD</td>
<td>Me (Q1, Q3)</td>
<td>Min–Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmax</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecise (n = 104)</td>
<td>105.1 ±22.1*</td>
<td>105.3 [90.7; 120.5]</td>
<td>49.3–154.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise (n = 104)</td>
<td>134.0 ±21.3*</td>
<td>130.5 [120.8; 149.3]</td>
<td>54.3–199.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmin</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecise (n = 104)</td>
<td>61.0 ±17.8*</td>
<td>61.7 [47.3; 75]</td>
<td>25.3–97.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise (n = 104)</td>
<td>131.2 ±21.2*</td>
<td>128.5 [118.0; 147.2]</td>
<td>54.3–187.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P wave dispersion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imprecise (n = 104)</td>
<td>44.1 ±16.8*</td>
<td>43.3 [33.3; 55.3]</td>
<td>8.0–112.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Precise (n = 104)</td>
<td>2.8 ±3.4*</td>
<td>1.4 [0.0; 5.4]</td>
<td>0.0–11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmax difference (Δ)</td>
<td>29.0 ±26.3*</td>
<td>22.3 [9.8; 42.6]</td>
<td>−6.7–108.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pmin difference (Δ)</td>
<td>70.2 ±28.0*</td>
<td>67.4 [49.8; 88.4]</td>
<td>13.0–147.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p < 0.001; **p < 0.0001; †p < 0.0001; M – mean; SD – standard deviation; Me – median; Q1 – lower quartile; Q3 – upper quartile; Min–Max – minimal–maximal range.
The main result of our study, performed in an unselected group of patients undergoing electrophysiological procedure, disproves the existence of the so-called P wave dispersion. The use of an accurate method of the measurement of the P wave duration eliminates the difference between the so-called Pmax and Pmin, i.e., the dispersion tends to 0. In fact, the difference of 0 ms was in the group of the studied patients in 46 out of 104 patients, up to 5 ms in 31 out of 104 patients, up to 10 ms in 24 out of 104 patients, and more than 10 ms in 3 patients. What is more, the high dispersion relationship of the P wave with Pmax, both measured using an imprecise method, clearly shows that the so-called dispersion is a derivative of the real length of the P wave and any of its incorrect (not precisely measured) minimum lengths. In addition, the correlation we have shown of Pmax and Pmin measured precisely, with a correlation coefficient tending to unity, confirms our conclusion.

It is not without reason that the precision of the P wave measurement, or rather the lack thereof, has been the subject of numerous studies over the past 2 decades, following the publication of the original publication on the P wave dispersion parameter.\textsuperscript{3,10} The authors were aware of the key importance of measurement accuracy and precision for proper clinical judgement. Even the author of the concept of the dispersion P wave pointed to such need relatively recently.\textsuperscript{11} However, these voices always assumed the presence of the parameter itself and the methodology used (e.g., paper shifts 50 mm/s and gain 2 cm/1 mV, with the use of magnifying glasses) was far from perfect.\textsuperscript{12,13} In addition, no one indicated the key incompatibility of dispersion with the ECG principles mentioned previously.

Already in 2015, we pointed to the aforementioned problem, using the results on slightly more modest patient material. Based on similar results, we pointed out that the concept of P wave dispersion is based on incorrect methodology and in reality does not exist.\textsuperscript{14} Although this publication did not go unnoticed, in the meantime, numerous papers have been published that still describe the phenomenon of P wave dispersion,\textsuperscript{15–17} and an interesting interpretation of our study has appeared.\textsuperscript{6} Chávez-González and Donoiu, while citing our work, commented it like this: “Despite this, we continue to believe there is sufficient proof supporting the PWD (P wave dispersion) importance in the clinical practice and continuation of research.” The word ‘believe’ is crucial in this context.

In the perspective of our results, there is a need to reassess the initial brilliant idea of the relation between the P wave parameters and the risk of atrial arrhythmia, in particular AF. The already mentioned inaccuracy issues related to the P wave duration measurements are obviously caused by the small amplitude of P waves in some ECG leads. Low amplitude P wave signal is characteristic for advanced atrial muscle disease, which obviously will result in time in AF. There is a vast variety of scientific papers supporting this issue.\textsuperscript{15–20} Moreover, the interatrial conduction abnormalities introduced so successfully by Bayès de Luna et al. and other researchers could be also the causes of changes in amplitude and morphology of the P wave.\textsuperscript{21,22} In our opinion, the initial results
indicating the more relevant relation of AF with P wave dispersion than P duration is clearly the result of the discussed measurements inaccuracy.

In summary, in light of our results, we conclude that the so-called P wave dispersion is a measurement artefact, related to wrong methodology. The increase in measurement precision makes it simply disappear. Its clinical utility can be explained by its dependence on P wave duration, which reflects the left atrial muscle structural and functional disorders. The proper P wave duration parameter should be the ‘total atrial activation time’ already proposed by us, calculated in the simultaneously recorded 12-lead ECG, from the beginning of the earliest recorded P wave deflection, until the end of the latest P wave deflection recorded in any lead. This approach was recently supported by Bayés de Luna et al., explicitly advising that the P wave should be measured from its earliest beginning in any lead to the latest end in any lead. Most probably the 21st century will require appropriate methodology and change of approach.

Study limitations

A serious limitation of our study is its single-center nature and relatively small study group. In addition, this is not a prospective study showing the relationship between ECG parameter and clinical prognosis. The influence of the human factor and the screen resolution of the monitors on the possibilities of limiting its impact on the obtained measurement results have not been discussed, and it should be emphasized that even with the precise measurement methodology, the differences in P wave duration were not 0 ms in all patients. Additionally, ECG tracing artifacts may influence even very precise measurements.

Conclusions

1. The P wave dispersion does not exist.
2. The measurements of the P wave and considerations of its doubtless clinical usefulness have to be precise to assure the highest scientific and medical sincerity.
3. The highest clinical value is related to the properly measured P wave duration.
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